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Background
Maatschap Kreuk is a real family business. The partnership is 
made up of Niels Kreuk and his parents Koos and Nel Kreuk. 
A family business does not necessarily mean that the 
organisation does business in a traditional way. Kreuk  
and his parents have invested in LEDs, multilayer cultivation, 
an ebb and flood system, intelligent logistics solutions  
(in which robots make optimal use of the lighting solutions), 
an outside air intake system and a good temperature control 
system. Due to this intelligent layout, the company has a 
cultivated area of 3400 square meters in a greenhouse 
covering 1500 square meters. About nine million stems are 
produced in Maatschap Kreuk’s greenhouse every year and 
thanks to all the investments, the results are better than ever 
according to Niels Kreuk. ‘We have the world’s most modern 
tulip greenhouse here in Andijk.’

The challenge
During the 2010-2011 forcing season several trials were 
conducted at Maatschap Kreuk where tulips were forced in  
a non-daylight room using LEDs. Kreuk wanted to create a 

multilayer system in the greenhouse he was planning to 
build. Here fore he conducted trials with different 
combinations of LED light and sunlight. The reason for this 
combination of light was that in the projected structure the 
top layer would be under sunlight and the bottom two 
layers would be under LED lights. The small amount of 
sunlight that the second and third layers would receive at 
the edges was also taken in account. The purpose of the 
new set up was to promote the flowering of the tulips and 
obtain greater elongation during the growth phase using 
LEDs. A plant specialist from Philips and installer Van der 
Laan were closely involved in developing the perfect light 
recipe and the optimal set-up of the new greenhouse. 
Thanks to the intensive collaboration during this trial phase 
it has been possible to develop a commercially viable 
solution for Kreuk that is now proving its value.

The solution
Kreuk’s greenhouse now has three layers, the lowest one 
fitted with Philips GreenPower LED production modules, 
 the deep-red/white type. ‘This light combination was 
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selected because the red light provides excellent growth  
for the tulips while the white light increases visibility of the 
crops for the employees.’ explains Kreuk. ‘Altogether the 
lamps generate an average light level of 22 micromoles per 
meter over a surface area of 1300 square meters. Half of 
them generate a low light level, the other half generates a 
light level one and a half times as high. In combination with 
all the other modifications I can safely say that we have the 
world’s most modern tulip greenhouse here in Andijk.’ 

Benefits
The implementation of new technologies has greatly 
improved the logistics in the forcing area, making it  
possible to produce more on the same surface area,  
and has improved the quality of the tulips. The LEDs were 
installed in the new building at the end of 2011 and Kreuk  
is impressed by the results. He explains what the benefits  
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of LEDs are compared to fluorescent lighting. ‘The operating 
costs per square meter are lower because LEDs have a much 
longer lifespan than a fluorescent solution and therefore 
needs less relamping. This in turn results in lower labor 
costs. It also provides a tremendous difference in energy 
costs. One 35-watt LED module replaces the normal 
situation with two fluorescent tubes of 58 watts each. This 
represents an electricity saving of 65%.’ Of course the LEDs 
should not only save money, but preferably also improve 
the product. In that regard, Kreuk is very pleased with the 
decision to use LEDs. ‘It has a clearly positive effect on the 
crop, the tulips have a deeper color green and greater 
elongation. It really is a success story: a better plant,  
at lower costs. We are now supplying large numbers of  
tulips that we have all cultivated in our new greenhouse. 
That is evidence that we can grow top-quality tulips  
using LEDs.’
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